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 . The Coastline Flight Simulator is a addon that lets you play through a detailed coastline. The coastline is divided into grids (4x4km) with elevation data, and features authentic airports, sea areas and many other features. There is a nice panoramic view of the airport that provides an overview of the surroundings. This addon is easy to use, and you can set the scenery you want to fly through in a small
amount of time. A full terrain is also included in the package. The options are included in the window below:. Battleground Commander v3.5.0. . One of the few addon's that lets you compete with other commanders in a battleground in-game. Simply place your target(s) on the grid and press the button to start the countdown. When the countdown is over a combat begins. Your units are controlled by

your VTT from the PTT. The combat statistics are given in a statistics window. This addon has several battle modes, with several different commands available. You can press the battle hotkey to start the battle, and you can press the 1 through 9 hotkeys to select the types of combat you want to compete in. Simplified German Keyboard v3.0.0. . Contain several German layouts like the US, the UK and
many others, Simplified German Keyboard allows you to easily type in German, even if you don't have a German keyboard. WLSE - World of Tanks Encyclopedia v2.0.0. . The WLSE is a World of Tanks Encyclopedia that contains information about every single tank in the game. If you know the name of a tank, you can find out what it was made for, what its stats are and what its quirks are, among
other things. The data is organised in a table that contains the following data. The first line is the number of the tank in the game, the second the name of the tank, the third its type, the fourth its tier, and the fifth and sixth its offensive and defensive bonuses. You can easily edit this table in a more suitable format. This addon is very well made and is used frequently by Tankforging guides. For more

information visit Tanks Unlimited v3.4.0. . A great addon for tankers and World of Tanks Encyclopedias. Tanks Unlimited takes the name from the famous tank simulators such as Ground Combat 82157476af
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